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In order to make best use of the opportunities provided by space missions such as the Radiation Belt Storm Probes, we determine the response of complementary subionospheric radiowave propagation measurements (VLF), riometer absorption measurements, cosmic noise absorption, and GPS-produced total electron content (vTEC) to different energetic electron precipitation (EEP). We model the relative sensitivity and responses of these instruments to idealized monoenergetic beams of precipitating electrons, and more realistic EEP spectra chosen to represent radiation belts and substorm precipitation. In the monoenergetic beam case, we find riometers are more sensitive to the same EEP event occurring during the day than during the night, while subionospheric VLF shows the opposite relationship, and the change in vTEC is independent. In general, the subionospheric VLF measurements are much more sensitive than the other two techniques for EEP over 200 keV, responding to flux magnitudes two-three orders of magnitude smaller than detectable by a riometer. Detectable TEC changes only occur for extreme monoenergetic fluxes. For the radiation belt EEP case, clearly detectable subionospheric VLF responses are produced by daytime fluxes that are ~10 times lower than required for riometers, while nighttime fluxes can be 10,000 times lower. Riometers are likely to respond only to radiation belt fluxes during the largest EEP events and vTEC is unlikely to be significantly disturbed by radiation belt EEP. For the substorm EEP case both the riometer absorption and the subionospheric VLF technique respond significantly, as does the change in vTEC, which is likely to be detectable at ~3–4 total electron content units.


1. Introduction

[2] The basic structure of the Van Allen radiation belts was recognized from shortly after their discovery following the International Geophysical Year [Van Allen and Frank, 1959; Hess, 1968; Van Allen, 1997]. However, despite being discovered at the dawn of the space age, there are still fundamental questions concerning the acceleration and loss of highly energetic electrons [Reeves et al., 2009; Thorne, 2010] in the radiation belts. Energetic electron fluxes can increase or decrease by several orders of magnitude on time scales less than a day [e.g., Morley et al., 2010]. In response to these questions NASA’s Living with a Star Radiation Belt Storm Probe (RBSP) mission is scheduled for launch in mid-late 2012 and may be accompanied by several other dedicated radiation belt missions (e.g., the USAF DSX, the Russian RESONANCE mission and Japan’s ERG).

[3] Supporting these major space-based investigations, multiple researchers and groups are planning near Earth measurements which will focus upon the loss of energetic electrons into the atmosphere. These range from new campaigns flowing from the Living With a Star Mission of Opportunity program (i.e., BARREL [Millan and the BARREL Team, 2011]) through to existing ground-based observatories who have expanded their coverage in preparation for the RBSP mission (e.g., AARDDVARK [Clilverd et al., 2009]).

[4] The coupling of the Van Allen radiation belts to the Earth’s atmosphere through precipitating particles is an area of intense scientific interest, principally due to two separate research activities. One of these concerns the physics of the radiation belts, and primarily the evolution of energetic electron fluxes during and after geomagnetic storms [e.g., Reeves et al., 2003]. The other focuses on the response of the atmosphere to precipitating particles, with a possible linkage to climate variability [e.g., Turunen et al., 2009; Seppälä...
Both scientific areas require increased understanding of the nature of the precipitation, particularly with regards to the precipitation drivers, as well as the variation of the flux and energy spectrum for electrons lost from the outer radiation belts.

Essentially all geomagnetic storms substantially alter the electron radiation belt populations via acceleration, loss and transport processes [Reeves et al., 2003, 2009] where precipitation losses in to the atmosphere play a major role [Green et al., 2004; Millan and Thorne, 2007]. A significant fraction of all of the particles lost from the radiation belts are precipitated into the atmosphere [Lorentzen et al., 2001; Horne, 2002; Friedel et al., 2002; Clilverd et al., 2006], although storm-time non-adiabatic magnetic field changes also lead to losses through magnetopause shadowing [e.g., Ukhorskiy et al., 2006].

The impact of precipitating particles on the environment of the Earth is also an area of recent scientific focus. Precipitating charged particles produce odd nitrogen and odd hydrogen in the Earth’s atmosphere which can catalytically destroy ozone [Brasseur and Solomon, 2005]. As a result, energetic electron precipitation (EEP) events have been linked to significant decreases in polar ozone in the upper stratosphere [e.g., Randall et al., 2007; Seppälä et al., 2007]. By influencing stratospheric ozone variability, energetic particle precipitation can affect the stratospheric radiative balance, and may link to climate variability [Rozanov et al., 2005; Seppälä et al., 2009]. Recent experimental studies have demonstrated the direct production of odd nitrogen [Nevnham et al., 2011] and odd hydrogen [Verronen et al., 2011; M. Andersson et al., Precipitating radiation belt electrons and the production of mesospheric hydroxyl during 2004–2009, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2011] in the mesosphere by EEP during geomagnetic storms.

In order to make best use of the opportunities provided by space missions such as RBSP it is important to understand the response of extensive ground-based instrumentation networks to different EEP characteristics. In this paper we focus upon subionospheric VLF propagation measurements, riometers (relative ionospheric opacity meter) absorption measurements, and GPS derived total electron content. In particular, we aim to contrast the predicted sensitivity and responses of these instruments to monoenergetic beams of precipitating electrons, EEP from the radiation belts, and EEP during substorms. Recent work has demonstrated that both geomagnetic storms and substorms produce high levels of EEP [e.g., Rodger et al., 2007; Clilverd et al., 2008, 2012], and can significantly alter mesospheric neutral chemistry [Rodger et al., 2010; Nevnham et al., 2011]. Networks of multiple precipitation sensing ground-based instruments exist for each of our three selected techniques, for example the AARDDVARK array of subionospheric radio receivers [Clilverd et al., 2009], the GLORIA riometer array [Alfonsi et al., 2008], and the Canadian High Arctic Ionospheric Network (CHAIN) of GPS receivers [Jayachandran et al., 2009].

2. Modeling of Electron-Density Produced Ionization Changes

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the ground-based instruments we consider in the current study. Subionospheric radio receivers detect precipitation due to changes in the ionization number density around the lower D region boundary. As VLF waves propagate beneath the ionosphere in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, any change in the height of the D region boundary will produce changes in the received amplitude and phase. Due to the low attenuation of VLF subionospheric propagation, the EEP-modified ionospheric region may be far from the transmitter or the receiver and a combination of ionospheric and electromagnetic wave modeling must be invoked to constrain where the EEP has modified the ionosphere. In contrast, riometers observe local EEP-produced changes occurring directly above the instrument. In this case the increased ionization number density in the D and E regions, due to EEP, results in the absorption of the HF “cosmic noise” passing through the ionosphere. Finally, the signals arriving at GPS receivers can be used to determine the total electron content (TEC) as the navigation signals pass through the entire ionosphere from the satellite to the receiver. Signals from satellites closest to the ground receiver can be easily converted to vertical TEC (vTEC) under the assumption of a thin ionosphere, and are therefore again a “local” measurement. Generally, vTEC measurements are dominated by the ionospheric F region and the changes which occur in those altitudes [Mendillo, 2006]. However, a recent paper has argued that substorm-driven EEP can lead to significant vTEC changes due to modification of the ionospheric D and E regions [Watson et al., 2011], leading to the inclusion of this technique in our study.

2.1. Riometers

The riometer utilizes the absorption of cosmic radio noise by the ionosphere [Little and Leinbach, 1959] to measure the enhancement of D region electron concentration caused by EEP. The riometer technique compares the strength of the cosmic radio noise signal received on the ground to the normal sidereal variation referred to as the absorption quiet-day curve (QDC) to produce the change in cosmic noise absorption (∆CNA). The cosmic radio noise propagates through the ionosphere and part of the energy is absorbed due to the collision of the free ionospheric electrons with neutral atmospheric atoms. The instantaneous ionospheric absorption in decibels is derived from the ratio of the prevailing signal level to this curve [Krishnaswamy et al., 1985]. Typically the absorption peaks near 90 km altitude, where the product of electron density and neutral collision frequency maximizes. Simple expressions for the absorption of cosmic radio noise (A) can be derived from the Appleton-Hartree equations [e.g., Nyland, 2007],

\[ A = 4.61 \times 10^{-5} \int_{h_1}^{h_2} \left( \frac{N_e(h) \cdot v_{en}(h)}{v_{en}(h) + (2\pi f \pm \omega_0)^2} \right) dh [\text{dB}] \]  

where

- A is absorption (power absorbed on propagation through the ionosphere) with units of dB;
- \( N_e \) is height dependent electron number density profile with units of electrons per cubic meter;
- \( v_{en} \) is dependent effective electron-neutral collision profile (collisions per second) which can be taken from the empirical fitting of Rodger et al. [1998];
Integration of expression (1) through a height dependent ionosphere produces the absorption for a given electron density profile for each of the two modes (O and X, respectively). After subtracting the absorption for an ambient or undisturbed electron density profile (that is one with no EEP flux) to represent the absorption QDC conditions the change in CNA can be calculated (i.e., $\Delta$CNA), which in practice is the quantity of interest. However, care must be taken as to the inclusion of the two modes ($A_O$ and $A_X$). Imaging riometers (IRIS instruments) are large receiver arrays which measure only the X-mode but provide an image of the CNA above the instrument [Detrick and Rosenberg, 1990]. However, many researchers make use of “simple” wide-beam Yagi riometer instruments, which respond to both modes. It is common to take the mean of the two modes to represent the total CNA [e.g., Friedrich et al., 2002]. This is a reasonable approximation to the total absorption ($A_T$):

$$A_T = \frac{2A_XA_O}{A_X + A_O} \text{ dB}$$

(2)

For a typical 30 MHz riometer the ratio of $A_X$ and $A_O$ will be about 1.25 such that $A_T$ will be approximately 1.11 $A_O$. The arithmetic mean of the absorption quantities $A_X$ and $A_O$ is 1.125 $A_O$. Thus, in many cases the arithmetic mean should be a reasonable approximation of the total absorption, as the instrumental sensitivity will be about 0.1 dB (with the uncertainty in the QDC being of the same order).

For the calculations presented below we will assume a 30 MHz wide-beam riometer.

### 2.2. Subionospheric VLF

This technique senses changes in the subionospheric waveguide formed by the lower ionospheric boundary in the D region and the conducting ground (land, sea, or ice). The upper boundary of the waveguide is the ionized D region at ~70–85 km, and varies due to local increases in ionization rates caused by EEP penetrating to altitudes below the D region boundary. These local changes produce changes in the received amplitude and phase at the receiver system, which may be thousands of kilometers “downstream” from where the EEP strikes the ionosphere. The EEP causes the base of the ionosphere to decrease and thus changes the propagation of the waveguide modes, resulting in a change in the received signal. However, as the received wave is a combination of all the available modes the amplitude may increase or decrease, and the phase advance or retard, depending on the combination of the modes.

During undisturbed conditions the amplitude and phase of fixed frequency VLF transmissions varies in a consistent way and thus EEP events can be detected as deviations from the subionospheric “quiet day curve” producing a change in received amplitude ($\Delta$Amplitude) and phase ($\Delta$Phase), relative to the QDC—here QDC refers to diurnal variation in received VLF amplitude and phase.
rather than a CNA. Due to interference between the modes and the strong differences in the $D$ region reflection altitudes between day and night, the subionospheric QDC tends to have a complex form but is highly reproducible [e.g., Clilverd et al., 1999] albeit with more variation from night to night than from day to day. For a more comprehensive review of this topic we refer the reader to the discussion by Barr et al. [2000] which highlights the development of VLF radio wave propagation measurements particularly over the last 50 years. Additional discussions on the use of subionospheric VLF propagation to sense space weather-produced changes can be found in the work by Clilverd et al. [2009]. Uncertainties in subionospheric VLF QDC will depend upon the time of day, the receiver design and the background noise levels. As an example, one EEP-study which relied upon subionospheric VLF concluded there was a noise levels. As an example, one EEP-study which relied upon subionospheric VLF at noon time and a amplitude uncertainty as a result of removing the subionospheric VLF concluded there was a noise levels. As an example, one EEP-study which relied upon subionospheric VLF at noon time and a amplitude uncertainty as a result of removing the subionospheric VLF. Between day and night, the subionospheric QDC tends to changes can be found in the work by Clilverd et al. [2009].

2.3. GPS Determined TEC

The absolute total electron content (TEC) can be estimated from the range delay of two radio signals with different frequencies propagating through the low-altitude magnetosphere and ionosphere between a GPS satellite and a ground station. Absolute TEC is obtained from the pseudo-ranges $P_1$ and $P_2$ for GPS frequencies $f_1 = 1575.42$ MHz and $f_2 = 1227.60$ MHz [Skone, 2001]:

$$T EC = \frac{1}{40.3} \left( \frac{1}{f_1^2} - \frac{1}{f_2^2} \right)^{-1} (P_1 - P_2 - b_r - b_s),$$

where $b_r$ and $b_s$ are the receiver and satellite interchannel bias terms, respectively. The uncertainty in absolute TEC can be between 1 and 5 TECu (where 1 TECu = $10^{16}$ electrons m$^{-2}$) due to receiver or satellite biases and multipath effects.

Relative changes in TEC can be estimated using the carrier phase ranges $\Phi$:

$$T EC = -\frac{1}{40.3} \left( \frac{1}{f_1^2} - \frac{1}{f_2^2} \right)^{-1} (\Phi_1 - \Phi_2),$$

assuming that the ambiguities in the signal phase are relatively constant in time. These relative variations have much greater accuracy, $\sim 0.1$ TECu [Skone, 2001].

The above estimates provide TEC, or relative changes in TEC, along the entire raypath between satellite to station, and further assumptions must be made to estimate the vertical TEC ($\nu$TEC) directly upward above the ground station. Typically, the estimated TEC is projected to the local zenith direction to obtain the vertical TEC using a mapping function $M(\epsilon)$ that models the ionosphere as a uniform thin shell with a well-defined average height $h$ [e.g., Arikan et al., 2003]:

$$M(\epsilon) = \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{R_E \cos(\epsilon)}{R_E + h} \right)^2 \right]^{-1/2}$$

where $R_E$ is the Earth radius, and $\epsilon$ is the elevation angle of the satellite measured at the receiver. $\nu$TEC can be easily compared with model predictions since it is the equivalent of the height-integrated electron number density through the ionosphere [e.g., Anderson et al., 1987]:

$$\nu T E C = 10^{-16} \int_{h_1}^{h_2} N_e(h) \, dh \ [\text{TECu}].$$

In this study we will consider the change in $\nu$TEC with and without the addition of EEP, which we will define as $\Delta \nu$TEC.

2.4. EEP-Produced Changes in Electron Number Density

In order to estimate the response of the various instruments to EEP, we start by determining the change in ionospheric electron number density over the altitude range 40–150 km caused by precipitation. This altitude range covers the altitudes of peak energy deposition for electrons with energies from about 1 keV to 10 MeV, which is sufficient for our EEP study. The ambient, or undisturbed electron density profile, is provided by the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI-2007) (online from http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/vitmo/iri_vitmo.html) for the equinox on 21 March at 18 UT for “day” conditions and 6 UT for night, with the “STORM” model switched off. As the IRI does not include all of the $D$ region, particularly during the nighttime, we combine the IRI results with typical $D$ region electron density profiles determined for high latitudes at noon [Thomson et al., 2011] and for nighttime conditions [Thomson and McRae, 2009].

For the purposes of the modeling we will first focus on the location of Island Lake (53.86°N, 265.34°E, $L = 5.2$), Canada, marked by the yellow square in Figure 2. This site hosts a NORSTAR riometer and lies close to the midpoint of the great circle path from the VLF transmitter NDK (green circle, North Dakota, 25.2 kHz) and the AARDVARK VLF receiver at Churchill (58.75°N, 265.1°E, $L = 7.6$). While we could select any location for our essentially theoretical comparisons, the point we have chosen provides the advantage of being applicable to the real world. In later sections, we will use other sites in order to compare directly with observations during particular events.
The ionization rate due to precipitating energetic electrons is calculated by an application of the expressions in the work by Rees [1989], expanded to higher energies based on Goldberg et al. [1984]. The background neutral atmosphere is calculated using the NRLMSISE-00 neutral atmospheric model [Picone et al., 2002]. The equilibrium electron number density in the lower ionosphere, is provided by a simplified ionospheric model [Rodger et al., 1998, 2007] that has been expanded to encompass a wider range of altitudes and ionization rates. The Sodankylä Ion and Neutral Chemistry model (SIC) [Verronen et al., 2005] was run for daytime and nighttime conditions with height-independent, non-varying ionization rates (i.e., ionization rates that were constant from 40 to 150 km altitude). Empirical weighting factors to the earlier equilibrium electron number density model were determined to best reproduce the SIC calculations. The results of this are shown in Figure 3 where the solid curves show the electron number density profiles generated by the SIC model, and the dashed curves are the result of the simplified equilibrium electron density model. There is very good agreement between the two models for a very wide range of ionization rates over the EEP-relevant altitude range. In practice the ionization rate is not constant with altitude, and maximizes at an altitude dependent upon the electron energy [Turunen et al., 2009, Figure 3], at least for monoenergetic beam. Note that the same altitude-constant ionization rate will lead to a larger electron number density during the day than during the night (although the relative change may well be larger due to the comparatively weak nighttime ionosphere). Physically, this is due to photo-detachment of electrons which had attached to neutral forming a negative ion. During the night this can be a significant loss mechanism for free electrons, but during the day attachment to neutrals is effectively less efficient due to the competing photo-detachment process.

3. Monoenergetic EEP Beams

In Figure 4 we consider the modeled response of the three EEP-sensing techniques to monoenergetic electrons precipitating into the upper atmosphere. While this is not a realistic representation of EEP from the radiation belts or during substorms, it is instructive as a comparison of the relative sensitivities of the three observation techniques. As...
Figure 4. The varying response of the three EEP-sensing techniques to monoenergetic electrons precipitating into the upper atmosphere. White crosses represent an extreme EEP flux, where the entire ESA-SEE1 model tube population is precipitated in 10 min, while the white squares are the highly extreme storm-time case with $10^5$ larger EEP magnitudes.
noted earlier, we allow for a wide range of EEP energies, spanning from 1 keV to 10 MeV, and take a similarly wide range of precipitation flux magnitudes, from $10^{-2}$ electrons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ to $10^9$ electrons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. The upper energy range is an extreme estimate of precipitation flux for any reasonable radiation belt EEP event, and corresponds to the approximate flux used to represent 5 keV “auroral” electron precipitation by Turunen et al. [2009, Figure 5]. In order to provide bounds for a realistic range of possible EEP flux levels, Figure 4 includes white crosses to show the maximum precipitating flux, calculated by assuming the entire electron flux stored in a $L = 5.3$ flux tube can be precipitated out in a 10 min period, calculated using the ESA-SEE1 radiation belt model [Vampola, 1997]. During storms the trapped population of the radiation belts can be boosted by several orders of magnitude, and so these higher flux levels are indicated using white squares, representing a very extreme storm time case in which EEP fluxes are 100 times larger than the typical flux tube populations provided by the radiation belt model. Note however, that clearing the entire electron population of a flux tube in 10 min should be regarded as a very extreme example of radiation belt loss.

[23] The upper ionosphere electron density profile changes were calculated as outlined in section 2.4, after which the response of each instrument to the ionospheric change was estimated for a sunlit ionosphere (Figure 4, left) and a nighttime ionosphere (Figure 4, right). The first row in Figure 4 presents the calculations of the riometer $\Delta$CNA, the second and third rows present the change in amplitude and phase for the subionospheric VLF propagation case from NDK to Churchill, and the fourth row presents the GPS derived $\Delta$vTEC. For the subionospheric VLF propagation, the precipitation is introduced on the section of the great circle path which lies from 0.16 to 1.28 Mm from the NDK transmitter, corresponding to $L = 3.5–7$, i.e., a reasonable range for the outer radiation belt. The colorscale has been limited to reflect an estimated minimum detectable instrumental change of $\sim 0.05$ dB for a riometer and 0.1 TECu for GPS vTEC measurement. We have imposed a ceiling of 20 dB on the riometer response to reflect an approximate maximum “real world” value. The maximum modeled $\Delta$CNA value of $\sim 1960$ dB is unrealistic. For subionospheric VLF propagation the LWPC calculations fails in some cases, which are shown in white in Figure 4.

[24] Figure 4 demonstrates that the three EEP-sensing techniques have different threshold flux magnitudes and electron energies that allow the detection of EEP, as well as different responses to day and night ambient conditions. For techniques which rely upon electromagnetic radiation passing through the ionosphere, such as riometers and GPS-derived TEC, a sufficiently high EEP flux will eventually produce a detectable response, although for riometers the contribution of height-varying collision frequency makes the instrument less sensitive at the highest altitudes considered here. In general, riometers are more sensitive to the same EEP event occurring during the day than during the night, while subionospheric VLF shows the opposite relationship (i.e., more sensitive at night than during day). $\Delta$vTEC changes are similar during the day and night. For subionospheric VLF the minimum detectable EEP energy of $\sim 150$ keV (day) and $\sim 50$ keV (night) is controlled by the differing reflection heights of VLF waves propagating under the undisturbed ionospheres. In general, the subionospheric VLF technique is more sensitive than the other two techniques for EEP with energies over 200 keV, responding to flux magnitudes two to three orders of magnitude smaller than detectable by a riometer. Detectable TEC changes only occur for unrealistically extreme monoenergetic fluxes.

[25] Figure 4 emphasizes the complex and nonlinear response of subionospheric VLF propagation to an ionospheric disturbance: both amplitude increases and decreases seen depending on the energy and flux magnitude of the EEP. Clearly, subionospheric VLF amplitude observations would be unsuitable for superposed epoch analysis, an approach which has proved valuable with riometers [e.g., Longden et al., 2008; A. J. Kavanagh et al., Key features of $>30$ keV electron precipitation during high speed solar wind streams: A superposed epoch analysis, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2011]. In contrast, the phase changes are considerably better behaved with phase advances occurring for most EEP energy and flux conditions. Similar behavior has been reported previously in the subionospheric VLF amplitude and phase response to solar flares [e.g., Thomson et al., 2005]. It is important to note that the received VLF broadcast is a summation of multiple modes after propagation in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide, and so the response of subionospheric VLF amplitude to EEP is highly dependent upon the combination of the transmitter and the receiver. Figure 5 presents estimates of amplitude response from two other VLF paths: NAA to Churchill (CHUR; Figure 5, top) and NAA to the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (SGO; Figure 5, bottom). The two paths are shown in Figure 2. Note that in the latter case we make use of the daytime ambient ionosphere and the disturbed ionosphere limits outlined by Clilverd et al. [2010] for consistency with later sections of the current study. Figures 4 and 5 show that the pattern of positive and negative subionospheric amplitude changes and their magnitude is different, even two similar paths (i.e., NDK to Churchill and NAA to Churchill). In addition, the minimum flux required for a measurable amplitude deviation varies strongly from path to path, especially for nighttime conditions.

4. EEP From the Radiation Belts

[26] As noted above, realistic EEP from the radiation belts is not well represented by idealized monoenergetic beams. We therefore consider the case of EEP with an energy spectrum provided by experimental measurements from the DEMETER spacecraft [Clilverd et al., 2010]. While DEMETER primarily measured electrons in the drift loss cone, its measurements are more likely to be representative of the bounce loss cone than those of the trapped electron fluxes. The typical energy spectra presented by Clilverd et al. [2010] is, however, very similar in form to the energy spectra of the total tube content calculated from the ESA-SEE1 radiation belt model (not shown), providing additional confidence that this spectra is representative. In the current study we hold the energy spectrum constant and sweep through a range of EEP flux magnitudes. The model described in section 2 is used to determine the ionization rates and hence the altered electron density profiles from which the response
of the EEP sensing techniques is estimated. We assume the radiation belt EEP spans the energy range 30 keV to 3 MeV. Figure 6 shows the response of the three different techniques to radiation belt precipitation. The red line (at $1.3 \times 10^6$ electrons cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$) is an indication of an extreme EEP flux case (again corresponding to the entire ESA-SEE1 model $>30$ keV tube population precipitated in 10 min). Figure 6 (top) displays the calculated response for riometers and GPS-derived TEC, while Figure 6 (bottom) shows the subionospheric VLF amplitude and phase changes for the path NDK to Churchill. Note that log scales are used for the y-axes of Figure 6 (top), while a linear scale is used for Figure 6 (bottom). Figure 6 demonstrates that a minimum detectable CNA change of $\sim0.1$ dB requires a $>30$ keV EEP flux of $\sim10^4$ electrons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for nighttime conditions. A clearly detectable subionospheric VLF response ($\sim0.5$ dB in amplitude and $\sim10^5$ in phase) is produced by nighttime flux of $\sim1 \times 10^9$ electrons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and a daytime flux of $\sim5 \times 10^9$ electrons cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, i.e., 10,000 and 10 times lower respectively compared to riometers. Figure 6 suggests that riometers are likely to only respond to radiation belt fluxes during the largest EEP events, most likely during the peak activity during geomagnetic storms, and GPS derived vTEC is unlikely to be significantly disturbed by radiation belt EEP at all. Clearly, while the response of subionospheric VLF to EEP is potentially complex, it is reasonably sensitive to radiation belt EEP over a wide range of flux magnitudes and can provide a valuable remote sensing tool. Clilverd et al. [2010] showed that the path from NAA to SGO had a comparatively simple response for a sunlit path (as shown in Figure 7 of that paper), and thus EEP magnitudes could be extracted from the changing subionospheric VLF amplitudes. These authors use the Northern Hemisphere summer period, where the entire path was sunlit for the majority of the time and thus estimate EEP magnitudes for a $\sim160$ day period. In the current study, we compare the observed subionospheric VLF amplitude difference from this 160 day period to the predicted riometer and TEC response given EEP fluxes consistent with those responsible for the VLF amplitude changes. Figure 7 (top) reproduces the NAA to SGO amplitude differences at 0230 UT reported by Clilverd et al. [2010]. Figure 7 (middle) shows the $>30$ keV EEP magnitudes derived from these observations using the
The varying response of the three EEP-sensing techniques to EEP with an energy spectrum that is realistic for precipitation from the radiation belts. (top) The calculated response for riometers and GPS-derived TEC and (bottom) the subionospheric VLF amplitude and phase changes. The red line represents an extreme EEP flux, where the entire ESA-SEE1 model tube population is precipitated in 10 min.

5. EEP From Substorms

Substorms generate EEP when the energy stored in the Earth’s magnetotail is converted into particle heating and kinetic energy. It has long been recognized that substorms are accompanied by some level of particle precipitation through their association with brightening of auroral arcs.

Recent papers have suggested that a very large fraction of the enhanced population energetic electrons (50–1000 keV) observed by geostationary satellites during substorms precipitate into the atmosphere. Clilverd et al. [2008] concluded that roughly 50% of the electrons injected near the LANL-97A satellite during a substorm on 1 March 2006 precipitated in the region near the satellite, and comparable EEP fluxes were reported by Clilverd et al. [2012] for another THEMIS detected-substorm occurring on 28 May 2010. Both of these studies combined the satellite measurements with observations from a riometer and subionospheric VLF instruments. In addition, Watson et al. [2011] examined GPS TEC measurements during substorms and reported vTEC changes of several TEC units associated with the substorm. By studying the apparent expansion of the precipitation region due to the substorm, they concluded that the bulk of the ΔvTEC change occurred at altitudes of approximately ~100 km, i.e., the vTEC was responding to the EEP and not the very considerable population of <1 keV electrons that also precipitate during substorms [Mende et al., 2003]. In order to test this conclusion, we consider the response of riometers and subionospheric VLF during the events examined by Clilverd et al. [2008, 2012] and test whether the EEP...
striking the atmosphere below 150 km can explain the reported vTEC changes.

[29] Clilverd et al. [2008, 2012] modeled the substorm signature in ground-based data using 30 keV–2.5 MeV EEP spectra derived from satellite measurements (LANL-97A and THEMIS, respectively). In order to model the two substorms reported in those papers, we expand the energy spectra to encompass EEP with energies from 1 keV. The EEP flux at 1 keV is set at 3 × 10^7 electrons cm^2 st^−1 s^−1 taken from FAST measurements reported during a substorm which was said to be “fairly typical” [Mende et al., 2003, Figure 4a]. The flux at 1 keV is joined smoothly using a power law to the 30 keV–2.5 MeV EEP spectra described above.

Table 1 summarizes the results of this modeling. We list the observed riometer response at Macquarie Island (54.5°S, 158.9°E, L = 5.4) and the observed subionospheric VLF response at the Australian Antarctic Division station Casey (66.3°S, 110.5°E, L > 999). We use the signal measured at Casey from the powerful U.S. Navy transmitter NWC, located in western Australia. The first of the two substorms occurred on 1 March 2006; the peak riometer ΔCNA was 2.9 dB, associated with a 15 dB decrease in the amplitude of NWC measured at Casey. We estimate that this VLF subionospheric amplitude decrease is produced from a >30 keV EEP flux of 2.6 × 10^7 electrons cm^2 st^−1 s^−1 [Clilverd et al., 2008] which would lead to a riometer ΔCNA of 5.4 dB. In contrast, the model suggests that the observed riometer ΔCNA of 2.9 dB could be produced from a >30 keV EEP flux of 0.8 × 10^7 electrons cm^2 st^−1 s^−1 which would lead to a decrease in the VLF amplitude from NWC of 9 dB at Casey. The two different predicted EEP spectra for these situations are shown in Figure 8. Case 1 of 1 March 2006 represents the predicted spectra from the riometer measurement (ΔCNA = 2.9 dB, first “Calculation Results” line in Table 1) while Case 2 represents the predicted spectra from the subionospheric VLF measurement (ΔVLF of −15 dB, second “Calculation Results” line in Table 1) Clearly, there is some uncertainty in the EEP magnitude, which may come from the high variability of winter nighttime amplitudes, but the two EEP fluxes differ only by a factor of three. Both the potential modeling solutions lead to significant predicted ΔvTEC, 3.1 and 4.2 TECu, respectively.

[31] The second of the two substorms occurred on 28 May 2010, after the Casey subionospheric VLF receiver was upgraded such that phase changes could be determined.

**Table 1. Summary of Ground-Based EEP Instrument Responses During Two Substorms Reported by Clilverd et al. [2008, 2012]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>ΔCNA</th>
<th>ΔVLF</th>
<th>ΔvTEC</th>
<th>EEP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 March 2006</td>
<td>2.9 dB</td>
<td>−15 dB</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.4 × 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation results</td>
<td>2.9 dB</td>
<td>−9 dB</td>
<td>3.1 TECu</td>
<td>0.8 × 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 May 2010</td>
<td>3.2 dB</td>
<td>210°</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.8 TUCu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation results</td>
<td>3.2 dB</td>
<td>210°</td>
<td>1.1 × 10^7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aBeneath the experimental observations are the calculated results for the modeling of each of the two events, as described in the text. The EEP values listed are >30 keV electron fluxes with units of electrons cm^-2 st^-1 s^-1.*

...
Figure 8. Comparison between the substorm-associated differential EEP fluxes for the calculation cases given in Table 1. Case 1 of 01 March 2006 is the first “Calculation results” line (i.e., 2.9 dB) of Table 1, while Case 2 is for the second line (5.4 dB).

Clilverd et al. [2012] report a riometer ΔCNA of 3.2 dB, associated with a 210° phase advance of the signal from NWC measured at Casey. They argued that the phase changes should provide a more accurate indication of the EEP because the NWC-Casey quiet day phase variations are more consistent than the quiet day amplitude variations during the nighttime in the winter months. We estimate that this VLF subionospheric phase increase is produced from a >30 keV EEP flux of 1.1 × 10^7 electrons cm⁻² s⁻¹ which leads to a riometer ΔCNA of 3.2 dB and ΔvTEC of 4.8 TECu. The predicted differential EEP flux for this situation is shown in Figure 8. In this case there is very good agreement between the EEP flux predicted from both the riometer and the subionospheric phase for this substorm. Our model predicts that an EEP flux of 1.1 × 10^7 electrons cm⁻² s⁻¹ produces ΔvTEC of 4.8 TECu, which is in the upper range reported by Watson et al. [2011, Figure 12].

The conclusion of Watson et al. [2011] that a significant fraction of the substorm-associated ΔvTEC changes occur in the D and E regions is supported by our calculations. However, we find that only about one-third to one-half of the ΔvTEC changes are due to increased ionization at altitudes below 120 km altitude, with the remainder of the change due to ionization at higher altitudes.

6. Discussion

While we have shown that the response of subionospheric VLF to EEP is complicated, we have also shown that it is reasonably sensitive to a wide range of flux magnitudes and can provide a valuable remote sensing tool. For any given transmitter to receiver great circle path the response of the received amplitude to varying EEP conditions can be an increase or a decrease in amplitude. However, under similar propagation conditions, the received phase is more likely to show quasi-linear increases as EEP flux magnitudes increase. Thus VLF phase measurements are potentially more useful than amplitude measurements in determining EEP characteristics. The main caveat associated with this statement is associated with time-scales. The VLF phase measurement is more difficult to make consistently over long periods of time in comparison with VLF amplitude. Several factors contribute to this difficulty: phase locking to unstable transmissions, non-integer broadcast frequencies, and the lack of transmitter phase consistency between transmitter maintenance cycles or transmitter off-periods. While some VLF transmitters appear to have oscillators which are locked to GPS or atomic clocks and broadcast at the stated frequency, others appear to be offset from the nominal frequency; an example of this is the VLF transmitter near Ebino, Japan, which has a nominal operational frequency of 22.2 kHz but produces better quality amplitude and phase observations if the GPS-locked receiver is set to 22200.1175 Hz. In addition, most operational transmitters stop broadcasting once a week for a several hour period during which maintenance is undertaken, leading to unpredictable leaps in phase. In principle it is possible to indentify and compensate for many of these issues, but the longer the period of study the more difficult it is to positively identify phase variations that have been produced by EEP. When the perturbations caused by EEP are only minutes or hours long, then VLF phase is a very good investigative tool. However, if an EEP event lasts for more that a day then phase analysis can become contaminated by the instrument effects listed above, and great care needs to be taken. For events lasting 5–10 days, such as EEP from the radiation belts, the analysis of VLF phase is likely to be very difficult. These difficulties could be mitigated if complementary phase information was recorded close to the transmitters, or if official information about the phase was transmitted.

The modeling results presented in section 4 suggest that, considering the realistic energy spectra and flux range, riometers will only respond to EEP with energies >30 keV during the largest radiation belt storms, and even then not particularly strongly. Riometers can respond to EEP events that include a significant population of electron energies <30 keV and that includes substorm events. Such electrons deposit the majority of their energy above the D region (i.e., above ~90 km) around the altitude range where riometer absorption peaks.

GPS TEC-measurements are not sensitive enough to monitor precipitation from the radiation belts, and have only a small response to substorms. It should be noted, however, that GPS instruments can produce more significant vTEC changes during EEP events if there are a significant population of electrons with energies <30 keV. For soft EEP events (5–30 keV) there is only a small variation in riometer CNA, no effect on VLF propagation, but significant changes in vTEC. Watson called this “auroral” precipitation [Watson et al., 2011].

7. Summary and Conclusions

In order to make best use of the opportunities provided by upcoming space missions such as the Radiation Belt Storm Probes, we have determined the response of three different techniques to different energetic electron precipitation (EEP) characteristics. All of the techniques selected
have extensive ground-based instrumentation networks and are used to study EEP. Here we focused upon subionospheric radio wave propagation measurements (VLF), riometer absorption measurements (CNA), and GPS produced total electron content (vTEC). All of the three electromagnetic remote sensing techniques are comparatively low cost, as the “transmitter” is either funded independently of the science goal, as in the case of the subionospheric VLF and GPS satellite networks, or is a natural source, as in the case of riometers. In our study we contrasted the predicted sensitivity and responses of these instruments to idealized monoenergetic beams of precipitating electrons, and precipitating spectra derived from in situ experiments which represent energetic electron precipitation from the radiation belts and during substorms.

[37] For the monoenergetic beam case we found that riometers are more sensitive to the same EEP event occurring during the day than during the night, while subionospheric VLF showed the opposite relationship. ΔvTEC changes were similar for both day and night ionospheric conditions. In general, the subionospheric VLF technique is more sensitive than the other two techniques for EEP with energies over 200 keV, responding to flux magnitudes two to three orders of magnitude smaller than that detectable by a riometer. Detectable TEC changes only occurred for extreme monoenergetic fluxes, which appear to be beyond the levels one expects in reality.

[38] For the radiation belt EEP case clearly detectable subionospheric VLF responses are produced by daytime fluxes that are ~10 times lower than required for riometers, while nighttime fluxes can be 10,000 times lower that that required for a riometer viewing the same event, and still produce a detectable response in the subionospheric VLF observations. We found that riometers are likely to only respond to radiation belt fluxes during the largest EEP events. In contrast, GPS derived vTEC is unlikely to be significantly disturbed by radiation belt EEP at all. It should be noted that this conclusion refers to EEP with energies >30 keV using an experimentally derived EEP spectrum; riometers and GPS instruments could produce more significant ΔCNA and vTEC changes during EEP events if there were a significant population of electrons with energies <30 keV.

[39] In the case of EEP during substorms, the responses predicted for the riometer absorption and the subionospheric VLF technique are both significant and clearly detectable. This is also true for the ΔvTEC, which is at a clearly detectable level of ~3–4 TECu. Half of the vTEC changes in substorms are due to increased ionization below 120 km altitude, which is consistent with the conclusions of a recent study [Watson et al., 2011] who speculated that substorm-associated vTEC changes were likely to be occurring in the D and E regions of the ionosphere.
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